I'M WITH THE BAND

AUDREY, WAIT
ROBIN BENWAY

BORN TO ROCK
GORDON KORMAN

THE DISENCHANTEDMENTS
NIN LACOUR

FAT KID RULES THE WORLD
KLGOSING

THE GIRL WHO BECAME A BEATLE
GREG TAYLOR

GUITAR GIRL
SARRA MANNING

HOW TO ROCK BRACES AND GLASSES
MEGHASTON

KING DORK
FRANKPORTMAN

LEMONADE MOUTH
MARK PETER HUGHES

NICK & NORAH'S INFINITE PLAYLIST
SUSAN CO LASANTI

NOW AND FOREVER
SUSAN CO LASANTI

ROCKSTAR, SUPERSTAR
BLAKE NELSON

SO PUNK ROCK
MICOLSTOW

TEN MILES PAST NORMAL
FRANCES ROARK DOWELL

THIS SONG WILL SAVE YOUR LIFE
LEILA SALES